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HOL Overview 
This series of labs will guide you through the basic configuration of the In-Memory column store (IM 
column store) as well as illustrating the benefits of its key features: 

• In-Memory Column Store Tables 
• In-Memory Joins and Aggregation 
• In-Memory High Performance Features 

 
In order to demonstrate these benefits, we must first establish a performance baseline. It would be 
unfair to compare the IM column store with disk accessed data. After all, memory access in general is 
10X faster than disk. In order to do a fair comparison the performance baseline will be established using 
the row store memory space, the buffer cache. For the purposes of the lab, the database environment 
has been sized so that the tables used will fit in both the row store and the column store. The idea is 
that no buffer accesses will cause physical I/O. 
 
The following 5 table star schema will be used during the lab and has been created for you under the ssb 
user. 

 
This star schema comes from the Star Schema Benchmark1 designed by Pat O’Neil from the department 
of Math and Computer Science in the University of Massachusetts, has been modified from the TPC-H 
Benchmark, where the LINEITEM and ORDERS tables have been merged into one sales fact table called 
LINEORDER.	  

                                                
1 Star Schema Benchmark Revision 3, June 5, 2009 Pat O’Neil, Betty O’Neil 
, Xuedong Chen 
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Setup 
This lab is available as part of a VirtualBox image. The initial ova file is approximately 16GB and should 
be imported into the Oracle VM VirtualBox Manager using the "Import Appliance" option under the File 
menu pulldown. The VM has been tested with a base memory size of 5120MB and two processors. 
Other combinations may work, but have not been tested. Once the import is complete, start the VM. 
 
All passwords are oracle. 
 
Open a Terminal session by double clicking on the desktop icon, right clicking the mouse and choose 
"Open Terminal" or select Terminal from the Applications pull down menu. Your environment should 
look similar to the following: 
 

 
 
The lab scripts are in the /home/oracle/In_Memory/scripts directory. There is one directory for each 
part of the lab. 
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Part 1: Monitoring the In-Memory Column Store  
The focus of part 1 of this lab is to show how the lab environment is setup and to demonstrate how to 
monitor the different parts of the In-Memory column store (IM column store).  
 
The Oracle environment is already set up so sqlplus can be invoked directly from the shell environment. 
Since the lab is being run in a pdb called orcl you must supply this alias when connecting to the ssb 
account. The password is oracle so the command will be: 
 
$ sqlplus ssb/oracle@orcl 
 
All scripts invoke a separate login SQL script so that each exercise will be run from a new session. 
Because of this it is possible to invoke sqlplus with the /nolog option and then run each of the SQL 
scripts. 
 
Change to the Part1 directory to access the SQL files for this part of the lab and invoke sqlplus: 
 

 
 
Step 1: Let’s begin by checking how much memory has been allocated to the Oracle Database.  
 
In your sqlplus session run the command "show sga": 
 
show sga  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 01_show_sga.sql: 
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The result will show you the total SGA size, including the Database Buffers (buffer cache) and the In-
Memory Area (IM column store) size. 
 
Step 2: Let’s check the size of the IM column store. 
 
Remember the size of the IM column store is controlled by the init.ora parameter INMEMORY_SIZE.    
To see the amount of memory assigned to the the  IM column store run the command "show parameter 
inmemory": 
 
show parameter sga 
show parameter keep 
show parameter inmemory  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 02_show_parms.sql:  
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You should see that 2000M or 2 GB of SGA memory has been assigned to the IM column store. You 
should have also noticed additional in-memory initialization parameters: 
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inmemory_adg_enabled controls whether in-memory for Active Data Guard is enabled in addition to 
the in-memory cache size. This parameter should be set on the standby database(s) and is meaningless 
on a primary database. This is a new parameter in 12.2 and the default value is TRUE. 
 
Inmemory_automatic_level shows the setting of the new Automatic In-Memory feature. 
 
inmemory_clause_default allows you to specify a default mode for in-memory tables, for example it can 
be used to mark all new tables in memory or to force certain in-memory options by default if not 
explicitly specified in the syntax. The default value is an empty string, which means that only explicitly 
specified tables are populated into the IM column store.  This is the same as setting this parameter to 
“NO INMEMORY”. If you want all new tables to be in memory, set INMEMORY_CLAUSE_DEFAULT to 
“INMEMORY”. 
 
inmemory_expressions_usage  controls the type of In-Memory Expressions which are populated into 
the IM column store. This is a parameter is new in 12.2. The supported options are STATIC_ONLY which 
populates only JSON columns. DYNAMIC_ONLY which will only populate frequently used or "hot" 
expressions as determined from the Expression Statistics Store. ENABLE which supports both dynamic 
and static In-Memory Expressions. This is the default. And DISABLE which will not populate any In-
Memory Expressions. 
 
inmemory_force By default any object with the INMEMORY attribute specified on it is a candidate to be 
populated into the IM column store. However, if INMEMORY_FORCE is set to OFF, then even if the in-
memory area is configured, no tables are put in memory. The default value is DEFAULT. 
 
inmemory_max_populate_servers controls the maximum number of worker processes that can be 
started and is set to 0.5 X CPU_COUNT by default.  
 
inmemory_optimized_arithmetic enables the NUMBER data type to be encoded in a fixed-width native 
integer format for tables populated with the QUERY LOW compression level.  
 
inmemory_query allows you to enable the use of the IM column store either at the session or system 
level. The default value is ENABLE. 
 
inmemory_trickle_repopulate_percent controls the maximum percentage of time that worker 
processes can perform trickle repopulation. The value of this parameter is a percentage of the 
INMEMORY_MAX_POPULATE_SERVERS parameter. 
 
inmemory_virtual_columns controls if the virtual columns defined on a table will be populated into the 
IM column store. This is a parameter is new in 12.2 and has a default value of MANUAL.  
 
optimizer_inmemory_aware controls the use of the new In-Memory aware cost model and influences 
the costing of the possible execution plans for a query. Setting OPTIMIZER_INMEMORY_AWARE=FALSE 
disables changes to the optimizer that (for example) consider the proportion of a table that is currently 
in-memory. 
 
Step 3: Let’s check the In-Memory area. 
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The In-Memory area is sub-divided into two pools: a 1MB pool used to store the actual column 
formatted data populated into memory, and a 64K pool used to store metadata about the objects that 
are populated into the IM column store. The amount of available memory in each pool is visible in the 
V$INMEMORY_AREA view. The relative size of the two pools is determined by internal heuristics, the 
majority of the In-Memory area memory is allocated to the 1MB pool. To see the total IM column store 
usage query the V$INMEMORY_AREA performance view.   
 
SELECT *  
FROM   v$inmemory_area;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 03_im_usage.sql: 
 

 
 
You can see the allocations but nothing has been populated into the IM column store yet. 
 
Step 4: There are two new V$ views, V$IM_SEGMENTS and V$IM_USER_SEGMENTS that indicate what 
objects are in the IM column store. To see what information is provided by this performance view we'll 
describe the columns: 
 
desc v$im_segments  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 04_desc.sql: 
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As you can see from the column names, the view provides information about what objects are in the IM 
column store. Two new columns were added in 12.2 to this view: INMEMORY_SERVICE and 
INMEMORY_SERVICE_NAME. In 12.2 you can also control where a segment is populated based on 
service. This is needed to control population for Active Data Guard and makes it much simpler to control 
population on a subset of IM column stores in RAC environments. 
 
Step 5:  In order to determine what objects are in the IM column store we can query the 
V$IM_SEGMENTS view using the following query; 
 
SELECT v.owner, v.segment_name name, v.populate_status status 
FROM   v$im_segments v; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 05_im_segments.sql: 
 

 
 
Again, we see that the IM column store is currently not yet populated. 
 
Step 6:  To add objects to the IM column store the inmemory attribute must be set for the object. We 
can change this by running the following ALTER TABLE commands: 
 
ALTER TABLE lineorder INMEMORY; 
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ALTER TABLE part INMEMORY; 
ALTER TABLE customer INMEMORY; 
ALTER TABLE supplier INMEMORY; 
ALTER TABLE date_dim INMEMORY; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 06_im_alter_table.sql: 
 

 
 
By adding the INMEMORY attribute to each of the tables we are telling Oracle Database that this table 
should be populated into the IM column store.  
 
When the object should be populated is controlled by the attribute INMEMORY_PRIORITY. By default it 
is set to NONE, which means Oracle automatically decides when to populate the table into the IM 
column store. This is also referred to as “on demand” as Oracle typically populates the table after it has 
been accessed for the first time. Alternatively, a priority level can be set which queues the population of 
the table into the IM column store immediately. The queue is drained from CRITICAL to LOW priority. 
This is also referred to as “at startup” as Oracle populates the IM column store using this prioritized list 
each time the database starts.  
 
Each node in a RAC environment has its own IM column store. It is possible to have completely different 
objects populated on each node, or to have larger objects distributed across all of the IM column stores 
in the cluster. It is also possible to have the same objects appear in the IM column store on every node 
(Engineered Systems only). How each object should popluate in the column store is displayed in the 
INMEMORY_DISTRIBUTE column of the *_TABLES views. The default value is AUTO-DISTRIBUTE, where 
Oracle automatically decides how an object should be distributed among the IM column stores in a RAC 
environment. On a single instance database this attribute has  no effect. 
  
Each object that is brought into the IM column store is compressed. Oracle offers multiple compression 
techniques which provide different levels of compression and performance. By default, data is 
compressed using the FOR QUERY option. This provides the best balance between compression and 
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performance. The compression option used is shown in the INMEMORY_COMPRESSION column of the 
*_TABLES views. 
 
Step 7:  To add objects to the IM column store the inmemory attribute must be set for the object. 
Multiple columns – INMEMORY, INMEMORY_PRIORITY, INMEMORY_DISTRIBUTE, 
INMEMORY_COMPRESSION, INMEMORY_DUPLICATE, INMEMORY_SERVICE and 
INMEMORY_SERVICE_NAME - have been added to the *_TABLES views to indicate the current In-
Memory attributes for a table. More information on what these attributes mean is available in the 
Oracle Database 12.2 Reference manual.  
 
Run the following query and look at the current attributes for the tables in the schema by typing: 
 
SELECT table_name, cache, buffer_pool, compression, compress_for, inmemory, 
       inmemory_priority, inmemory_distribute, inmemory_compression  
FROM   user_tables;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 07_im_attributes.sql: 
 

 
 
We see that each of the tables has been marked as CACHE and the KEEP buffer pool, meaning that they 
should be cached in the KEEP buffer pool (this is so we can compare in-memory in the buffer cache 
versus the IM column store), and they have been marked INMEMORY. Also note that the tables have 
Basic Table compression set. This was only done to conserve disk space for this lab environment and 
does not affect the table when it is populated inmemory, but will affect the compression numbers that 
we calculate in Step 10 since they are based on the size on disk as well as in-memory. 
 
Although each of the tables has it's in-memory attribute set, it doesn't mean that they necessarily reside 
in the IM column store. Remember, by default the IM column store is only populated when the object is 
accessed.  
 
Step 8:  Let's run some simple queries on our 5 tables to populate them into the In-Memory Column 
Store. Run the following select statements for each table:   
 
SELECT /*+ full(d)  noparallel (d )*/ Count(*)   FROM   date_dim d;  
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SELECT /*+ full(s)  noparallel (s )*/ Count(*)   FROM   supplier s;  
 
SELECT /*+ full(p)  noparallel (p )*/ Count(*)   FROM   part p;  
 
SELECT /*+ full(c)  noparallel (c )*/ Count(*)   FROM   customer c;  
 
SELECT /*+ full(lo)  noparallel (lo )*/ Count(*) FROM   lineorder lo;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 08_im_start_pop.sql: 
 

 
 
When these select statements are run background processes will begin to populate these segments into 
the IM column store. These processes are called worker proceses and come in the form of 
ora_w***_imcs. It is possible to monitor the progress of the population by querying the view 
v$IM_SEGMENTS. Note that we used FULL and NOPARALLEL hints. This is not required for population, 
the object just has to be accessed to initiate population when no PRIORITY has been specified. We used 
these hints so we could ensure that all of the row data would be cached in the buffer cache as well. This 
will be important during the next part of our Lab. 
 
If you're quick you can also issue a "!top" command in your sqlplus window and view the 
ora_w***_imcs processes running. Remember to type a "q" to quit the "top" screen and return to 
sqlplus. 
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Step 9:  Recall that the view v$IM_SEGMENTS shows what objects are populated in the IM column store. 
It also contains information about the status of those objects. Run the following query to see the current 
population status for the objects in the IM column store: 
 
SELECT v.owner, v.segment_name name,  
       v.populate_status status, v.bytes on_disk_size, 
       v.inmemory_size in_mem_size, v.bytes_not_populated 
FROM   v$im_segments v; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 09_im_populated.sql: 
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Once the data has been populated by the background processes you should see that the column 
BYTES_NOT_POPULATED is 0 for each segment. During the population you may see a non-zero number 
in the BYTES_NOT_POPULATED column and it should be decreasing if you run the script or query 
repeatedly (i.e. just type a forward slash and hit enter). You can do this until you see that all five 
segments are populated with the BYTES_NOT_POPULATED field set to zero. 
 
Step 10:  Now that we've populate our objects into the IM column store let's check the total space 
usage. We did this in Step 3 and now we'll run the same query to see the total IM column store usage by 
querying the V$INMEMORY_AREA performance view. 
 
SELECT *  
FROM   v$inmemory_area;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 10_im_usage.sql: 
 

 
 
 
Conclusion  
In this first part of the Lab you saw that the IM column store is configured by setting the initialization 
parameter INMEMORY_SIZE. The IM column store is a new static pool in the SGA, and once allocated it 
can be resized dynamically, but it is not managed by either of the automatic SGA memory features.  
 
You also had an opportunity to populate and view objects in the IM column store and to see how much 
memory they use. In this Lab we populated about 1471 MB of compressed data into the  IM column 
store, and the LINEORDER table is the largest of the tables populated with over 23 million rows.  
Remember that the population speed depends on the CPU capacity of the system as the in-memory 
data compression is a CPU intensive operation. The more CPU and processes you allocate the faster the 
populations will occur. 
 
Finally you got to see how to determine if the objects were fully populated and how much space was 
being consumed in the IM column store.	 	
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Part 2: Querying In-Memory Column Store 

Tables 
Statistics Used 
The following session level statistics are used throughout the lab scripts. The following are the 
definitions for these statistics. Feel free to refer back to these definitions if you're curious why 
we are highlighting specific ones in the lab scripts. These definitions can be found in the 
Database Reference manual.  
 
CPU used by this session  Amount of CPU time (in 10s of milliseconds) 

used by a session from the time a user call 
starts until it ends. 

IM scan (dynamic) multi- threaded scans Number of In-Memory table scans which 
benefited from In-Memory dynamic scans 

IM scan (dynamic) rows  Number of rows processed by In-Memory 
dynamic scans 

IM scan EU rows  Number of rows scanned from EUs in the IM 
column store before where clause predicate 
applied 

IM scan EUs columns accessed  Number of columns in the EUs accessed by 
scans 

IM scan rows  Number of rows in scanned In-Memory 
Compression Units (IMCUs) 

IM scan rows projected  Number of rows returned from the IM column 
store 

IM scan segments minmax eligible  Number of CUs that are eligible for min/max 
pruning via storage index 

IM scan segments disk  Number of times no IMCUs could be 
accessed for a segment marked for in 
memory* 

IM scan CUs pruned  Number of CUs pruned by the storage index 
IM scan CUs columns accessed  Count of the columns accessed by the scan* 
physical reads  Total number of data blocks read from disk. 

This value can be greater than the value of 
"physical reads direct" plus "physical reads 
cache" as reads into process private buffers 
also included in this statistic. 

session logical reads  The sum of "db block gets" plus "consistent 
gets". This includes logical reads of database 
blocks from either the buffer cache or process 
private memory. 
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session logical reads - IM  Number of database blocks read from the IM 
column store (number of blocks in IMCU - 
number of blocks with invalid rows) 

session pga memory  Current PGA size for the session. 
table scans (IM)  Number of segments / granules scanned using 

In-Memory 
table scan disk IMC fallback  Number of rows fetched from the buffer 

cache because they were not present in the IM 
column store (in a scan that was otherwise 
performed in memory) 

IM scan CUs memcompress for 
dml|query|capacity low|high  

Number of memcompress for query high CUs 
scanned in the IM column store 

IM scan EUs memcompress for 
dml|query|capacity low|high  

Number of memcompress for query high EUs 
scanned in the IM column store 

 
* Not defined in the Database Reference 
 

Lab Scripts 
 
Now that you’ve gotten familiar with the IM column store let’s move on and look at the benefits of using 
it. This part of the lab executes a series of queries against the large fact table LINEORDER, in both the 
buffer cache and the IM column store, to demonstrate the different ways the IM column store can 
improve query performance above and beyond the basic performance benefits of accessing data in 
memory only. 
 
Exit your previous sqlplus session and change to the Part2 directory to access the SQL files for this part 
of the Lab. 
 

 
 
Step 1:  Let’s begin with the simplest of queries , “What is the most expensive order we have received to 
date?”. Since we have no alternative access paths (indexes or views) the execution plan for this query is 
a full table scan of the LINEORDER table. 
 
To execute the query against the IM column store, type: 
 
SELECT 
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  max(lo_ordtotalprice) most_expensive_order, 
  sum(lo_quantity) total_items 
FROM 
  lineorder; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 01_im_query.sql: 
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Note that the execution plan shows that we performed a TABLE ACCESS INMEMORY FULL of the 
LINEORDER table and the statistics show us that we scanned 44 IMCUs and 23,996,604 rows in the IM 
column store. 
 
Step 2: To execute the same query against the buffer cache we will need to disable the IM column store 
via a hint called NO_INMEMORY, as the Optimizer will favor accessing the data in the column store 
when the execution plan is a full table scan, as it is in this case. To execute the query against the buffer 
cache, type: 
 
 
SELECT /*+ NO_INMEMORY */ 
  max(lo_ordtotalprice) most_expensive_order, 
  sum(lo_quantity) total_items 
FROM 
  lineorder;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the SQL script called 02_buffer_query.sql: 
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Note: Verify that there are no "physical reads". If there are then re-run the query to cache all of the 
table blocks in the buffer cache. 
 
As you can see the query executed extremely quickly in both cases because this is purely an in-memory 
scan. However, the performance of the query against the IM column store was significantly faster than 
the traditional buffer cache - why?   
 
The IM column store only has to scan two columns - lo_ordtotalprice and lo_quantity - while the row 
store has to scan all of the columns in each of the rows until it reaches the lo_ordtotalprice and 
lo_quantity columns. The IM column store also benefits from the fact that the data is compressed so the 
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volume of data scanned is much less.  Finally, the column format requires no additional manipulation for 
SIMD vector processing (Single Instruction processing Multiple Data values). Instead of evaluating each 
entry in the column one at a time, SIMD vector processing allows a set of column values to be evaluated 
together in a single CPU instruction. 
 
We ran the two scripts with additional information included so that you could see the execution plan 
and the key session statistics. You can compare the execution plans and database statistics from the two 
executions. You will notice that both execution plans are simular but the first query that ran against the 
IM column store has a new set of keywords “INMEMORY FULL”, while the buffer cache query does not. 
These keywords indicate that the LINEORDER table has been marked for INMEMORY and we may use 
the column store in this query.  What do we mean by “may use”? There are a small number of cases 
where we won’t use the IM column store even though the object has been marked INMEMORY.  This is 
similar to how the keyword STORAGE is used in Exadata environments. 
 
How can you tell if your query is using the IM column store? 
 
In order to confirm that the IM column store was used, we need to examine the session level statistics. 
Notice that in the INMEMORY run several IM statistics show up (for this lab we have only displayed 
some key statistics – there are lots more!). The only one we are really interested in now is the "IM scan 
CUs columns accessed" which has been highlighted. 
 
IM scan rows: Number of rows in scanned In-Memory Compression Units (IMCUs). 
 
As our query did a full table scan of the LINEORDER table, that session statistic shows that we scanned 
23 million rows from the IM column store. Notice that in our second buffer cache query that statistic 
does not show up. Only one statistic shows up, "IM scan segments disk" with a value of 1. This means 
that even though the LINEORDER table is in the IM column store (IM segment) we actually scan that 
segment outside of the column store either from disk or the buffer cache. In this case it’s from the 
buffer cache, as the query did no physical IO. 
 
Step 3:  Traditionally, a full table scan is not the most efficient execution plan when you are looking for a 
specific entry in a table. Tables stored in the IM column store break this stereotype and we can 
demonstrate this by looking for a specific order in the LINEORDER table based on the orderkey.  
 
To execute the query against the IM column store type: 
 
SELECT lo_orderkey, lo_custkey, lo_revenue  
FROM   lineorder  
WHERE  lo_orderkey = 5000000;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script called 03_single_key_im.sql:  
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Notice that of the 44 IMCUs populated, 43 of them were "pruned". This means that thanks to In-
Memory storage indexes that Oracle was able to skip over almost all of the data because the filter 
predicate was outside the values for the In-Memory storage index on all but one of the IMCUs for the 
lo_orderkey column. 
 
Step 4: At this stage you might be thinking that a simple index on the lo_orderkey would provide the 
same performance as the IM column store and you would be right. There is an invisible index already 
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created on the lo_orderkey column of the LINEORDER table. By using the parameter 
OPTIMIZER_USE_INVISIBLE_INDEXES we can compare the performance of the IM column store and 
the index. Recall that we ran the script 03_single_key_im.sql in Step 3 to see the IM column store 
performance. 
 
Run the script 04_index_comparison.sql to see how well the index performs: 
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Step 5:  However, it’s not often that an analytical query has only one equality WHERE clause predicate. 
What happens when there are multiple single column predicates on a table? Traditionally you would 
create a multi-column index. Can storage indexes compete with that?   
 
Let’s change our query to look for a specific line item in an order and monitor the session statistics: 
 
To execute the query against the IM column store type: 
 
SELECT lo_orderkey, lo_custkey, lo_revenue  
FROM   lineorder  
WHERE  lo_custkey = 5641  
AND    lo_shipmode = 'XXX AIR' 
AND    lo_orderpriority = '5-LOW';                                                           
 
Alternatively, you can run the script 05_multi_preds.sql so that you can see the session statistics: 
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Based on the elapsed time and the session statistics you can see that the In-Memory storage index is still 
used. In fact, we are able to use multiple storage indexes together in a similar manner to how Oracle 
Database can combine multiple bitmap indexes. 
 
Step 6: We have seen that with Database In-Memory our queries have essentially generated no I/O. All 
of the time in the queries is consumed by CPU and memory access. Recognizing this led to the idea of 
finding ways to conserve CPU cycles and the addition of In-Memory Expressions in 12.2. In-Memory 
Expressions (IME) are similar in concept to Materialized Views. The idea is to pre-compute common 
expressions at population time to avoid having to compute those expressions every time the expression 
is run. Let's see an example to help visualize this. The following expression will be used in a SQL 
statement so that we can find the true discount price: 
 
(lo_ordtotalprice - (lo_ordtotalprice*(lo_discount/100)) + lo_tax) 
 
This is a surprisingly expensive expression in terms of CPU usage. To execute the query against the IM 
column store type: 
 
SELECT    lo_shipmode,  
          sum(lo_ordtotalprice), 
          sum(lo_ordtotalprice - (lo_ordtotalprice*(lo_discount/100)) 
            + lo_tax) discount_price 
FROM      lineorder  
GROUP BY  lo_shipmode; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 06_ pre_ime.sql so that you can see the session statistics: 
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We see that this query took 3.75 seconds. The query did no physical I/O and we see from the execution 
plan and the session statistics that it accessed the IM column store to run the query.  
 
Step 7: Before we continue we're going to double check our memory usage in the IM column store. 
We're going to check again after we create an IME to show you how much space is used by IMEs. After 
all, if we're materializing these expressions in the IM column store then they will occupy some space.  
 
Run the script 07_im_usage.sql script to see the current IM column store memory usage: 
 

 
 
Step 8: Next, we will create an In-Memory Expression (IME) and see what happens to the performance 
of the query. To create an IME we need to create a virtual column on the expression and then 
repopulate the LINEORDER table in the IM column store. Note that the init.ora parameter 
INMEMORY_VIRTUAL_COLUMNS must be set to ENABLE. If you look back at Part1, Step 2 you will see 
that we already took care of that for you. 
 
You need to run the following commands at your SQL prompt: 
 
ALTER TABLE lineorder NO INMEMORY; 
 
ALTER TABLE lineorder ADD v1 INVISIBLE AS (lo_ordtotalprice - 
(lo_ordtotalprice*(lo_discount/100)) + lo_tax); 
 
ALTER TABLE lineorder INMEMORY; 
 
SELECT count(*) FROM lineorder; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 08_ create_ime.sql to create the IME: 
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Step 9: You can run the 09_im_populated.sql script to verify that the LINEORDER table has been re-
populated. It may take a few minutes so keep running the query until the BYTES_NOT_POPULATED field 
is 0.  
 
The script is 09_im_populated.sql: 
 

 
 
Step 10: Let's take a look at the IME's that we just created. Run the script 10_ime_usage.sql: 
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We see that we created 44 IMEUs which is the same number of IMCUs that we saw in our previous 
query executions. This is because there is at least one IMEU created for every IMCU. In addition, each of 
these IMEUs take space within the IM column store. From this query we see that a total of 278 MB is 
being used by the 44 IMEUs that were created.  
 
Step 11: Let's take a look at how that affects the total space within the IM column store. Recall that we 
ran a query of the total space used in Step 8, so let's compare that to now. Run script 11_im_usage.sql: 
 

 
 
You can see that an additional 450MB of additional memory has been used from the 1MB pool. IMEUs, 
like IMCUs, are allocated from the 1MB pool. 
 
Step 12: Now let's run our query one more time against the IM column store: 
 
SELECT    lo_shipmode, sum(lo_ordtotalprice), 
          sum(lo_ordtotalprice - (lo_ordtotalprice*(lo_discount/100)) 
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            + lo_tax) discount_price 
FROM      lineorder  
GROUP BY  lo_shipmode; 
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 12_post_ime.sql: 
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You can see that we went from 3.75 seconds to 1.67 seconds, over a 2x performance improvement! If 
you look at the session statistics section you will also see that there are new "IM scan EU" type statistics. 
These statistics show that In-Memory Expression Units (IMEU) were accessed and used. This is how IMEs 
are populated into the IM column store. 
 
Step 13: In Oracle Database 18c a new feature of Database In-Memory has been added called In-
Memory Dynamic Scans (IMDS). IMDS allows Database In-Memory to parallelize table scans without 
having to use Parallel Query (PQ). It does this with the use of lightweight threads and works with the 
Resource Manager to dynamically manage the number of lightweight threads used based on CPU usage. 
Normally you have to have a CPU_COUNT greater than or equal to 24 to take advantage of IMDS, but 
we've set your lab environment so that you can see this new feature in action. 
 
Run the script 13_imds.sql:  
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Note the new statistics "IM scan (dynamic) …" in the statistics section. There are more of them, but we 
have just shown the most important ones here. "IM scan (dynamic) multi-threaded scans" tells you that 
IMDS was used, and "IM scan (dynamic) rows" tells you how many rows were processed by IMDS. 
 
Conclusion  
In this second part of the lab you had an opportunity to try out Oracle’s in-memory performance claims 
with queries that run against a table with over 23 million rows (i.e. LINEORDER), which resides in both 
the IM column store and the buffer cache. From a very simple aggregation, to more complex queries 
with multiple columns and filter predicates, the IM column store was able to out perform the buffer 
cache queries. Remember both sets of queries are executing completely within memory, so that’s quite 
an impressive improvement. 
 
These significant performance improvements are possible because of Oracle’s unique in-memory 
columnar format that allows us to only scan the columns we need and to take full advantage of SIMD 
vector processiong. We also got a little help from our new in-memory storage indexes, which allow us to 
prune out unnecessary data. Remember that with the IM column store, every column has a storage 
index that is automatically maintained for you. 
 
In this lesson you also got an opportunity to get your first experience with monitoring an in-memory 
workload.  Those of you familiar with Oracle’s Exadata Engineered Systems will see a lot of similarity 
here. There is a new keyword (IN MEMORY) in the execution plan to indicate which operations within 
that plan are eligible to be executed on the IM column store. But to confirm that these operations 
actually took place in the IM column store you need to examine the new set of in-memory (IM) session 
statistics. 
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Part 3: In-Memory Joins and Aggregation 
 
Up until now we have been focused on queries that scan only one table, the LINEORDER table. Let’s 
broaden the scope of our investigation to include joins and parallel execution. This lesson executes a 
series of queries that begin with a single join between the  fact table, LINEORDER, and a dimension table 
and works up to a 5 table join. The queries will be executed in both the buffer cache and the column 
store, to demonstrate the different ways the column store can improve query performance above and 
beyond the basic performance benefits of scanning data in a columnar format. 
 
Exit your previous sqlplus session and change to the Part3 directory to access the SQL files for this part 
of the lab. 
 

 
 
Step 1:  We will begin with the simplest join query, a join between the fact table LINEORDER and the 
dimension table DATE_DIM. This is a “What if” style query that calculates the amount of revenue 
increase that would have resulted from eliminating certain company-wide discounts in a given 
percentage range for products shipped on a given day (Christmas eve 1996). 
 
To execute the query against the IM column store type: 
 
SELECT SUM(lo_extendedprice * lo_discount) revenue  
FROM   lineorder l,  
       date_dim d  
WHERE  l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey  
AND    l.lo_discount BETWEEN 2 AND 3  
AND    l.lo_quantity < 24  
AND    d.d_date='December 24, 1996';  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 01_join_im.sql so that you can see the execution plan and session 
statistics: 
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The IM column store has no problem executing a query with a join because it is able to take advantage 
of Bloom Filters. A Bloom filter transforms a join to a filter that can be applied as part of the scan of the 
fact table. Bloom filters were originally introduced in Oracle Database 10g to enhance hash join 
performance and are not specific to Oracle Database In-Memory. However, they are very efficiently 
applied to columnar data via SIMD vector processing. Here is a brief description of how they work. 
 
When two tables are joined via a hash join, the first table (typically the smaller table) is scanned and the 
rows that satisfy the ‘where’ clause predicate(s) (for that table) are used to create a hash table. During 
the hash table creation, a bit vector or Bloom filter is also created based on the join column. The bit 
vector is then sent as an additional predicate to the second table scan. After the where clause 
predicate(s) have been applied to the second table scan, the resulting rows will have their join column 
hashed and it will be compared to values in the bit vector. If a match is found in the bit vector that row 
will be sent to the hash join. If no match is found then the row will be discarded. This technique also 
works on Exadata where the Bloom filter or bit vector, is passed as an additional predicate so it will be 
offloaded to the storage cells making Bloom filtering even more efficient.  
 
It’s easy to identify Bloom filters in the execution plan. They will appear in two places, at creation time 
and again when it is applied. Look at the highlighted areas in the plan above. You can also see what join 
condition was used to build the Bloom filter by looking at the predicate information under the plan. 
Look for ‘SYS_OP_BLOOM_FILTER’  in the filter predicates. 
 
Step 2: To execute the query against the buffer cache type: 
 
SELECT /*+ NO_INMEMORY */ 
       SUM(lo_extendedprice * lo_discount) revenue  
FROM   lineorder l,  
       date_dim d  
WHERE  l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey  
AND    l.lo_discount BETWEEN 2 AND 3  
AND    l.lo_quantity < 24  
AND    d.d_date='December 24, 1996';  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 02_join_buffer.sql so that you can see the execution plan and 
session statistics: 
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Step 3: Let’s try a more complex query that encompasses three joins and an aggregation to our query. 
This time our query will compare the revenue for different product classes, from suppliers in a certain 
region for the year 1997. This query returns more data than the others we have looked at so far so we 
will use parallel execution to speed up the elapsed times so we don’t need to wait too long for the 
results.   
 
To execute the query against the IM column store type: 
 
SELECT d.d_year, p.p_brand1,SUM(lo_revenue) rev  
FROM   lineorder l,  
       date_dim d,  
       part p,  
       supplier s  
WHERE  l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey  
AND    l.lo_partkey = p.p_partkey  
AND    l.lo_suppkey = s.s_suppkey  
AND    p.p_category = 'MFGR#12'  
AND    s.s_region   = 'AMERICA' 
AND    d.d_year     = 1997  
GROUP  BY d.d_year,p.p_brand1;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 03_3join_im.sql so that you can see the execution plan and 
session statistics: 
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You may be wondering if all of the benefits we saw during the table scan tests in Part 2 are still relevant 
now that we are executing joins. The answer is a definite YES! You can see that three Bloom filters were 
created and used directly in the scan of the in-memory table along with the WHERE clause filter 
predicates. 
 
Step 4: Let’s execute the query against the buffer cache, type: 
 
SELECT /*+ opt_param('inmemory_query','disable') NO_VECTOR_TRANSFORM 
           parallel(2) */ 
       d.d_year, p.p_brand1,SUM(lo_revenue) rev  
FROM   lineorder l,  
       date_dim d,  
       part p,  
       supplier s  
WHERE  l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey  
AND    l.lo_partkey = p.p_partkey  
AND    l.lo_suppkey = s.s_suppkey  
AND    p.p_category = 'MFGR#12'  
AND    s.s_region = 'AMERICA' 
AND    d.d_year     = 1997   
GROUP  BY d.d_year, p.p_brand1;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 04_3join_buffer.sql so that you can see the execution plan and 
session statistics: 
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The IM column store continues to out-perform the buffer cache query but what is more interesting is 
the execution plan for this query:  
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In this case, we noted above that three join filters have been created and applied to the scan of the 
LINEORDER table, one for the join to DATE_DIM table, one for the join to the PART table, and one for 
the join to the SUPPLIER table. How is Oracle able to apply three join filters when the join order would 
imply that the LINEORDER is accessed before the SUPPLER table?  
 
This is where Oracle’s 30 plus years of database innovation kick in. By embedding the column store into 
Oracle Database we can take advantage of all of the optimizations that have been added to the 
database. In this case, the Optimizer has switched from its typically left deep tree to create a right deep 
tree using an optimization called ‘swap_join_inputs’. Your instructor can explain ‘swap_join_inputs’ in 
more depth should you wish to know more. What this means for the IM column store is that we are able 
to generate multiple Bloom filters before we scan the necessary columns for the fact table, meaning we 
are able to benefit by eliminating rows during the scan rather than waiting for the join to do it.  
 
Step 5: To further improve join performance in 12.2 a new feature called Join Groups was introduced. A 
Join Group is created explicitly with a DDL statement and tells Oracle that the named columns will be 
used in joins. When a Join Group is created the compression dictionary entries for the specified columns 
will shared and this allows the join to be performed directly on the dictionary entries rather than the 
data values themselves. This saves CPU by not having to decompress and hash the data to perform the 
join. This use of a common dictionary requires that the segments be re-populated in the IM column 
store after the Join Group has been created. So, let's see Join Groups in action.  
 
First let's run the query without Join Groups created as a baseline. Run the script 05_use_nojg.sql: 
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Step 6: The following commands will create the Join Groups we want for this query:  
 
CREATE INMEMORY JOIN GROUP lineorder_jg1 ( lineorder(lo_orderdate), 
date_dim(d_datekey)); 
 
CREATE INMEMORY JOIN GROUP lineorder_jg2 ( lineorder(lo_partkey), 
part(p_partkey)); 
 
CREATE INMEMORY JOIN GROUP lineorder_jg3 ( lineorder(lo_suppkey), 
supplier(s_suppkey)); 
 
You can create them with the above SQL and then re-populate the LINEORDER, DATE_DIM, PART and 
SUPPLIER tables or alternatively you can run the script 06_create_jg.sql: 
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Step 7: You can run the IM populated script from Part1 to verify that the LINEORDER table has been re-
populated. It may take a few minutes so keep running the query until the BYTES_NOT_POPULATED field 
is 0. 
 
The script is 07_im_populated.sql: 
 
 

 
 
 
Step 8: You can query the user_joingroups view to see the Join Group definitions that you just created 
by running the script 08_query_jg.sql: 
 

 
 
Step 9: Now we will run a query to see if we can make use of the Join Groups that we have defined. You 
will note that this script is slightly different than the previous scripts. It will spool a bunch of lines of 
what looks like hexidecimal codes at the end. We will explain what this is below. For now, let's run the 
following SQL: 
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SELECT   d.d_year, p.p_brand1, sum(lo_revenue) rev  
FROM     lineorder l,  
         date_dim d,  
         part p,  
         supplier s  
WHERE    l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey 
AND      l.lo_partkey   = p.p_partkey 
AND      l.lo_suppkey   = s.s_suppkey 
AND      p.p_category     = 'MFGR#12' 
AND      s.s_region     = 'AMERICA'  
AND      d.d_year     = 1997  
GROUP BY d.d_year, p.p_brand1;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 09_use_jg.sql: 
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We have added a query at the end to create a SQL Monitor Active Report in your Part3 directory. If you 
want you can display the resulting file (i.e. sqlmon_joingroup.html) in a browser or you can review the 
output below: 
 

 
 
Using SQL Monitor Active Reports is currently the only way to verify that you used Join Groups in your 
query. Notice that I have created a SQL Monitor Active Report and clicked on the eye glasses icon for 
one of the hash joins (the third one on Line 7 in this case) and we see that "Columnar Encodings 
Leveraged" is set to 1. This means we used a Join Group. If it was any other value then we would not 
have used a Join Group. It is also possible to see "Columnar Encodings Observed" and other non-zero 
values for "Columnar Encodings Leveraged" and these are used for a new type of hash join that was 
introduced and is not associated with Join Groups. 
 
It is also possible to display the "Columnar Encodings …" in the actual XML so that you don't have to run 
a SQL Monitor active report. This technique is documented in the In-Memory Guide and you can run this 
version of the script if you want. 
 
Run the script 09_use_jg_xml.sql: 
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Step 10:   Up until this point we have been focused on joins and how the IM column store can execute 
them incredibly efficiently. Let’s now turn our attention to more OLAP style “What If” queries.  In this 
case our query examines the yearly profits from a specific region and manufacturer over our complete 
data set. 
 
Oracle has introduced a new Optimizer transformation, called Vector Group By. This transformation is a 
two-part process not dissimilar to that of star transformation.  First, the dimension tables are scanned 
and any where clause predicates are applied. A new data structure called a key vector is created based 
on the results of these scans. The key vector is similar to a Bloom filter as it allows the join predicates to 
be applied as additional filter predicates during the scan of the fact table, but it also enables us to 
conduct the group by or aggregation during the scan of the fact table instead of having to do it 
afterwards. The second part of the execution plan sees the results of the fact table scan being joined 
back to the temporary tables created as part of the scan of the dimension tables (i.e. defined by the 
lines that start with LOAD AS SELECT). These temporary tables contain the payload columns (columns 
needed in the select list) from the dimension table(s). In 12.2 these tables are now pure in-memory 
tables as evidenced by the addition of the (CURSOR DURATION MEMORY) phrase that is appended to 
the LOAD AS SELECT phrases. The combination of these two phases dramatically improves the efficiency 
of a multiple table join with complex aggregations. Both phases are visible in the execution plan of our 
queries. 
 
 To see this in action execute the following query against the IM column store: 
 
SELECT   
       d.d_year, c.c_nation, SUM(lo_revenue - lo_supplycost) profit  
FROM   lineorder l,  
       date_dim d,  
       part p,  
       supplier s,  
       customer c  
WHERE  l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey  
AND    l.lo_partkey = p.p_partkey  
AND    l.lo_suppkey = s.s_suppkey  
AND    l.lo_custkey = c.c_custkey  
AND    s.s_region = 'AMERICA'  
AND    c.c_region = 'AMERICA'  
GROUP  BY d.d_year, c.c_nation  
ORDER  BY d.d_year, c.c_nation;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 10_vgb_im.sql so that you can see the execution plan and session 
statistics: 
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Our query is more complex now and if you look closely at the execution plan you will see the creation 
and use of :KV000n structures which are the Key Vectors along with the Vector Group By operation. 
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Step 11: To see how dramatic the difference really is we can run the same query but we will disable 
vector group by operation. Run the script 11_novgb_im.sql: 
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We went from 0.93 seconds to 1.71 seconds. Note that the second query still ran in-memory and even 
took advantage of Bloom filters, but it as almost twice as slow as the vector group by plan. 
 
Step 12: To execute the query against the buffer cache  type: 
 
SELECT /*+ opt_param('inmemory_query','disable') */  
       d.d_year, c.c_nation, SUM(lo_revenue - lo_supplycost) profit  
FROM   lineorder l,  
       date_dim d,  
       part p,  
       supplier s,  
       customer c  
WHERE  l.lo_orderdate = d.d_datekey  
AND    l.lo_partkey = p.p_partkey  
AND    l.lo_suppkey = s.s_suppkey  
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AND    l.lo_custkey = c.c_custkey  
AND    s.s_region = 'AMERICA'  
AND    c.c_region = 'AMERICA'  
GROUP  BY d.d_year, c.c_nation  
ORDER  BY d.d_year, c.c_nation;  
 
Or alternatively you can run the script 12_vgb_buffer.sql so that you can see the execution plan and 
session statistics: 
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Note that like hash joins with Bloom filters, vector group by with key vectors can be performed on row-
store objects. This only requires that Database In-Memory be enabled and shows just how flexible 
Database In-Memory is. You don't have to have all objects populated in the IM column store. Of course, 
the row store objects cannot be accessed as fast as column-store objects and cannot take advantage of 
all of the performance features available to column-store scans. 
 
Move on to step 13 to see how an alternative execution plan for our query will help improve the 
performance of the operations that occur after the scan operations. 
 
Step 13: And finally let's take a look at how our query runs in the row-store with no Database In-
Memory optimizations.  
 
Run the script 13_novgb_buffer.sql so that you can see the execution plan and session statistics: 
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Compare the time from Step 10 at 0.93 seconds to the time running the query in the row-store of 7.22 
seconds. Quite a dramatic difference. This is why we say that you can expect a 3-8x performance 
improvement with In-Memory Aggregation2.   
 
Conclusion  
Part 3 saw our performance comparison expanded to queries with both joins and aggregations. You had 
an opportunity to see just how efficiently a join, that is automatically converted to a Bloom filter, can be 
executed on the IM column store.  
 
You also got to see just how sophisticated the Oracle Optimizer has become over the last 30 plus years,  
when it used a combination of complex query transformations to find the optimal execution plan for a 
star query.  
 

                                                
2 In-Memory Aggregation White Paper, https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-
datawarehousing/inmemory-aggregation-twp-01282015-2412192.pdf 
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Finally you got  an opportunity to see the new vector group by transformation in action. This new 
transformation allows us to not only convert joins to filters applied as part of a scan but also to 
complete all aggregation operations as part of the scan of the fact table.  
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